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Dr. Johan Wallin, managing partner
Synocus Group

About Synocus
▪ Synocus is specializing in ecosystem orchestration based on the
research by Johan Wallin published in the books Prime Movers
(2000, with Rafael Ramírez), and Business Orchestration (2006).
▪ The orchestration concepts have been refined in collaboration
with leading academics such as Richard Normann (ex-colleague),
Rafael Ramírez (Oxford University), Tomi Laamanen (University
of St. Gallen), Takahiro Fujimoto (University of Tokyo), Feiyu
Kang (Tsinghua University), David Teece (UC Berkeley), and
Christos Pitelis (University of Cambridge).
▪ The ecosystem initiatives provide the basis for Synocus’ growth
and internationalization.
▪ Synocus has been recognized by the Finnish government as the
forerunner in ecosystem orchestration; three ecosystems are
financially supported by Business Finland.
▪ To enable ecosystem orchestration Synocus has developed its
own concepts for offering development and capability building.
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*Wallin, J. 2006. Business Orchestration, Wiley.
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Mariana Mazzucato: Mission-Oriented Research and Innovation in the EU
▪ I look at what we can learn from the missions of the past —
like the Apollo Program — and how to apply those lessons to
the complex challenges of today.
▪ Mission-oriented policies can be defined as systemic public
policies that draw on frontier knowledge to attain specific
goals or “big science deployed to meet big problems”.
▪ Missions are primarily a way to orchestrate the rich diversity
of talent and expertise.
▪ A mission is not a single project, but a portfolio of actions
that can encourage multiple solutions.
▪ Ambitious missions that have the potential to have wide
societal impact will need a combination of both development
of technologies and drive a systemic change.
▪ A key lesson is that missions must be bold, activating
innovation across sectors, across actors and across
disciplines. They must also enable bottom-up solutions and
experimentation.

(source: Mazzucato, 2018, Mission-Oriented
Research & Innovation in the European Union, p. 2
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CULTURE
• Orchestration
• Exploration & exploitation
• Sustainability

Literature review

Leadership capabilities

Capability building
▪ Normann (1985); strategic action capability
▪ Teece, Pisano, Shuen (1997); dynamic capabilities
▪ Fujimoto (1999); capability-building competition
▪ Wallin (2000); capability map
Excellence Framework (Wallin, Laxell, Fagerberg, Fujimoto, 2017)
▪ The inside-out view on capabilities is described on the vertical
axis and the outside-in view on the horizontal axis (see figure)
▪ Four categories of excellence
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Methodology; clinical research
▪ Old research tradition; “the Swedish wing of the cultural
school of strategy” (Mintzberg et al., 1998:272)
▪ Research is a learning process to understand contexts and
wholes or ensembles to be able to deal with change and
how to achieve change (Normann, 1977:187).
▪ Clinical research helps actors improve their ability to
induce change, which asks for the development of new
knowledge and capabilities (Normann, 1977:188).
▪ A clinical researcher must also engage him- or herself in
the actors’ situation with the ambition to generate and
effect change (Normann, 1977:190).
▪ Three questions have guided the analysis:
• How was the mission of the ecosystem established?
• What was the reason for various participants to join the ecosystem?
• What was the role of the ecosystem orchestrator during the process of
ecosystem formation?
© Synocus Group 2018-12-17
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Samples: Business Finland sponsored ecosystem initiatives
Focus areas
Anchor pilots

CAPABILITIES

SME members
Chempolis

Ponsse

Future Dialog

Valmet
Automotive

Offering and
coordination

Kyyti

Synocus
Unikie

Doing what has
been agreed
(compliance)

Cities
Lahti

Others

Innovation
Excellence

Dynamic
capabilities

COORDINATING
• Governance
• Value creation & capture
• Knowledge management

Leadership capabilities

OFFERING
• Strategic dialogue and
intelligence
• Joint value creation
• Integrating research into
networks and
ecosystems
• Risk sharing

RECONFIGURING
• Attracting resources
• Absorbing resources
• Managing resources
• Evaluating activities
• Driving change

Operational capabilities

PRODUCING
• Technology foundation
• Microfoundations
• Quality and agility
• Continuous learning
• Communication and
knowledge sharing

Ponsse

Johan
Wallin

Battery Ecosystem
Internationalization

Valmet
Automotive

Johan
Wallin

5G as enabler for transportation transformation

Elisa

Johan
Wallin

Lahti

Johan
Wallin

Autonomous vehicle pilots

Turku

Esko
Mertsalmi

Green Hospital

PSHP

Johan
Wallin

Customized capability building (Anchors & Members)

Synocus

Johan
Wallin

Finland as an internationally
attractive MaaS hub

Synocus

Henrik
Hultin

AVM ecosystem nurturing

WALCC

Jussi
Hulkkonen

City pilots
Software applications for
citizen engagement

Markets

SEIZING
• Policy making
• Program development
• Platform development
• Alignment of incentives

Internal

Others

Community support

Autonomous
Vehicles and
Mobility Services
(AVM)

http://avm.walcc.org; society platform

Focus areas
Sandvik pilots (ÄVE)
Orchestration
- direction -

Core members
SME members

Epec

Offering and
coordination

Offering
Excellence

Sandvik

Producing
capabilities

Nomet

Doing what has
been agreed
(compliance)

Wapice

Expert members

Doing the
right things
(effectiveness)

Doing
things right
(efficiency)

Sandvik

Johan
Wallin

Systemic mine
digitalization

Sandvik

Kaj
Hulkkonen

Wind turbine casting
solutions

Karhula
Foundry

Patrik
Laxell
Kaj
Hulkkonen

Making a
better world
(sustainability)

Member pilots

MEXFinland

Agco

DIMECC

Tasowheel

Tampere

Karhula
Foundry

Orchestration
- capabilities PREVAILING
• Values & Mission
• Architecture
• Identity
• Cognitive frameworks

TTY

SENSING
• Anticipating and
influencing change
• Guiding future actions

COORDINATING
• Governance
• Value creation & capture
• Knowledge management

Leadership capabilities

External
OFFERING
• Strategic dialogue and
intelligence
• Joint value creation
• Integrating research into
networks and
ecosystems
• Risk sharing

RECONFIGURING
• Attracting resources
• Absorbing resources
• Managing resources
• Evaluating activities
• Driving change

Operational capabilities

Resources

Others

Kaj
Hulkkonen

Intelligent life cycle
material flow management

Synocus
orchestrator

Others

Salon
Konepaja
Tampereen
Konepaja

Tuomainen

Sandvik

Process
Excellence

Activities

Metlab

Kaj
Hulkkonen

Digital manufacturing

Innovation
Excellence

Dynamic
capabilities

Roima

Gofore

Intopalo
Johnson
Metal

Facilitators

Sandvik

Societal
Excellence

Prevailing
capabilities

capabilities

Futurice

Owners

Materials for intelligent
drilling

Capabilities

Creanex

Offering
Excellence

Johan
Wallin

Electric hybrid technology
for forest machines

SENSING
• Anticipating and
influencing change
• Guiding future actions

External

Tampere

Fastems

Offering and
coordination
capabilities

Fortum

Orchestration
- capabilities PREVAILING
• Values & Mission
• Architecture
• Identity
• Cognitive frameworks

PSHP
Kuopio

Making a
better world
(sustainability)

AVM
(WALCC)

Turku

Vantaa

Doing the
right things
(effectiveness)

Doing
things right
(efficiency)

Synocus
orchestration support

Resources

Wapice

Johan
Wallin

Excellence in Renewal

Process
Excellence

Activities

Elisa

Roima

Offering
Excellence

Producing
capabilities

Globeon

Niinivirta

Innovation
Excellence

capabilities

Epec

KTK

Facilitators

ABB

Societal
Excellence

Prevailing
capabilities

Dynamic
capabilities

Fortum
Coreorient

Societal
Excellence

Owners

Electrification of moving
machines and vessels

Capabilities

ABB

Citynomadi

Prevailing
capabilities

Orchestration
- direction -

Anchors

VTT

PRODUCING
• Technology foundation
• Microfoundations
• Quality and agility
• Continuous learning
• Communication and
knowledge sharing

Markets

SEIZING
• Policy making
• Program development
• Platform development
• Alignment of incentives

Attractiveness of Tampere
as manufacturing hub

Tampere

Integrating automotive and
mobile machine innovation

TTY

Johan
Wallin

Customized capability building (Anchors & Members)

Synocus

Kaj
Hulkkonen

International manufacturing
competence networking

Synocus

Johan
Wallin

Ecosystem nurturing

Synocus

Kaj
Hulkkonen

Internal

Others

Manufacturing
Excellence Finland
(MEX Finland)

Community support

Society platform

Producing
capabilities

Focus areas
Rocla digitalization pilots

Process
Excellence

SME members
Logia
Software

TBD

To be defined

Customer 2

TBD

To be defined

Customer 3

TBD

To be defined

Customer 4

TBD

Cimcorp pilot; e-commerce
logistics

TBD

TBD

Posti pilot; Flexible
3PL FLow

TBD

TBD

Orfer pilot

TBD

TBD

Others; e.g. city logistics

TBD

Societal
Excellence

Prevailing
capabilities

Innovation
Excellence

Dynamic
capabilities

Cimcorp
Optiscan

QPR

Facilitators

Customer 1

Capabilities

Rocla

IT-Line

Aksulit

Pilot
customer

To be defined

Orchestration
- direction -

Anchor members

Offering and
coordination

Offering
Excellence

capabilities

Posti

Producing
capabilities

Process
Excellence

Doing what has
been agreed
(compliance)

Activities

Orfer

Doing
things right
(efficiency)

Doing the
right things
(effectiveness)

Making a
better world
(sustainability)

Synocus
orchestration support

Actiw
EP Logistics

Other pilots

Kaltio Techn.

HK Scan

Intralogistixx

Wirepas

Finavia
NordicID
Machine
vision

Orchestration
- capabilities -

Stara

Expert members
Limowa

PREVAILING
• Values & Mission
• Architecture
• Identity
• Cognitive frameworks
Leadership capabilities

COORDINATING
• Governance
• Value creation & capture
• Knowledge management

RWTH
Aachen
University
of Tokyo

ACTIVITIES

Doing what has
Doing
Doing the
Making a
been agreed
things right right things
better world
(compliance)
(efficiency) (effectiveness) (sustainability)
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Operational capabilities

Resources

OFFERING
• Strategic dialogue and
intelligence
• Joint value creation
• Integrating research into
networks and
ecosystems
• Risk sharing

PRODUCING
• Technology foundation
• Microfoundations
• Quality and agility
• Continuous learning
• Communication and
knowledge sharing

TBD

SENSING
• Anticipating and
influencing change
• Guiding future actions

External
RECONFIGURING
• Attracting resources
• Absorbing resources
• Managing resources
• Evaluating activities
• Driving change

Intralogistixx

SEIZING
• Policy making
• Program development
• Platform development
• Alignment of incentives

Markets

Customized capability building (Anchors & Members)

Johan
Wallin

International logistics
competence networking

Johan
Wallin

IXX ecosystem nurturing

Patrik
Laxell

Internal

Community support
Society platform
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Original ecosystem plans, August 2017
AVM

MEX Finland

Intralogistixx

Based on findings from the interviews, we see the development of
mobility services as a two-pronged process. On one hand, there are
several technologies (e.g. 5G, electrification, autonomous driving)
that must be in place for mobility services to radically transform the
field of transport. On the other hand, mobility services will call for new
types of business models, often with a strong integration between
public and private service providers.

Based on the above conclusions from the in-depth interviews the
ecosystem development project will be focusing on eight work
packages: (i) Tampere Material Technology Competence Center,
(ii) New machining methods, (iii) Integrated design,
manufacturing and product life cycle management, (iv)
Spearhead offering development and piloting, (v) Tampere as
digital manufacturing excellence center, (vi) Tampere as a smart
manufacturing workplace, (vii) Ecosystem capability building, and
(viii) Program management.

Based on in-depth interviews customers and partners expressed
some key expectations of a new ecosystem with an attached
innovation platform. These expectations will in the ecosystem
development project be addressed through eight work packages as
follows: (i) Intralogistics intelligence, (ii) Offering co-creation and
piloting, (iii) Ecosystem nurturing, (iv) Internationalization, (v)
Community engagement, (vi) Customized capability building, (vii),
Intralogistics platform maintenance and (viii) Program
management.

By establishing the new innovation ecosystem, the WALCC expects
Finland to emerge as a globally recognized competence center within
the field of new forms of transportation. This will attract an increasing
interest among other companies that will join the ecosystem, which,
in turn, will increase investments and create new jobs in Finland. At
the same time, the close collaboration between the WALCC and the
anchor companies will ensure that new products, services, and
solutions developed in Finland can rapidly be offered on the global
market thanks to the international presence of the anchor companies.

By establishing the new ecosystem it is expected that Finland will
emerge as a globally recognized competence center within the field
of digital manufacturing. This will attract an increasing interest among
other companies that will join the ecosystem, which in turn will
increase investments and create new jobs in Finland. At the same
time Sandvik can rapidly bring the new solutions developed in Finland
to the global market. For companies joining the ecosystem we see
that they will have a unique possibility to benefit from the spill-over
effects that will be created thanks to the €18 million investment by
Sandvik Corporation into the Tampere Rock Drills factory.

By establishing a semi-open innovation ecosystem Rocla expects
that Finland will emerge as a globally recognized competence center
within the field of intralogistics. This will attract an increasing interest
among other companies that will join the ecosystem, which in turn will
increase investments and create new jobs in Finland. At the same
time Rocla as part of the Mitsubishi Nichiyu Forklift Group can rapidly
bring the new solutions developed in Finland to the global market.

The initiative will develop an agenda which can, in the longer term,
provide: (i) new offerings for different customer segments; e.g.
equipment manufacturers, MaaS operators, AI providers, software
providers, and users and (ii) address new customer transportation
needs e.g. due to digitalization, robotization, electrification, and new
business models.

The initiative will develop an agenda which in the longer term can
provide: (i) new offerings for different customer segments, (ii)
collective intelligence to more rapidly address new customer needs
e.g. related to product technology, digitalization, robotization, service
offerings, and business models, and (iii) new capabilities in the
Tampere region (through spill-over effects), which can be leveraged
upon also outside the new digital manufacturing ecosystem.

The initiative will develop an agenda which can in the longer term
provide: (i) new offerings (and related roles for each actors) for
different customer segments; e.g. equipment manufacturers, rental
companies, AI-providers, ERP-providers and users, and (ii) address
new customer needs e.g. customer intralogistics needs, digitalization,
robotization, trucks and cranes functionalities, service models.

The participating companies will benefit from the pursuit towards the
leading mobility authority in three ways: (i) enhanced brand
recognition for participating organizations and resulting higher share
of mind, (ii) new knowledge creation through broader understanding
of the transition of transportation, and (iii) new business through
pilots and demonstrations.

Sandvik and the ecosystem members will benefit from the
development of excellence in digital manufacturing in three ways: (i)
new knowledge creation through broader understanding of digital
manufacturing and focused research initiatives, (ii) new business
through pilots and demonstrations creating business growth and new
jobs, and (iii) enhanced brand recognition and resulting higher share
of mind due to high tech and digitalization expertise image.

Rocla and other participating companies will benefit from the pursuit
towards the leading intralogistics authority in three ways: (i) enhanced
brand recognition and resulting higher share of mind, (ii) new
knowledge creation through broader understanding of intralogistics
market and focused research initiatives, and new business through
pilots and demonstrations.

© Synocus Group 2018-12-17
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AVM – the mission
Growth
Co-developing Finland into a Prime Mover in new
mobility services and vehicle technologies and
quickly leveraging the results internationally
Access to leading academic
research (Tsinghua University,
University of Tokyo, UC Berkeley, etc.)
Joint capability building and
action learning with industrial
leaders (ABB, Fortum, Ponsse,
Valmet Automotive, etc.)
Piloting new enabling
technologies for mobility services:
• Connectivity
• Electrification
• Autonomy

City Pilots
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AVM ecosystem architecture, version 4.6.2018
SME members
Chempolis

Orchestration
- direction -

Anchors
Capabilities

ABB

Citynomadi

Societal
Excellence

Prevailing
capabilities

Innovation
Excellence

Dynamic
capabilities

Fortum
Coreorient
Epec

Ponsse

Future Dialog

Valmet
Automotive

Offering and
coordination
capabilities

Offering
Excellence

Producing
capabilities

Process
Excellence

Doing what has
been agreed
(compliance)

Activities

Telia
KTK

Roima

Synocus

Cities

Tampere

PREVAILING
• Values & Mission
• Architecture
• Identity
• Cognitive frameworks
Leadership capabilities

COORDINATING
• Governance
• Value creation & capture
• Knowledge management

Vantaa
Operational capabilities

Wapice
Others

Resources

Kuopio
Others

OFFERING
• Strategic dialogue and
intelligence
• Joint value creation
• Integrating research into
networks and
ecosystems
• Risk sharing

RECONFIGURING
• Attracting resources
• Absorbing resources
• Managing resources
• Evaluating activities
• Driving change

PRODUCING
• Technology foundation
• Microfoundations
• Quality and agility
• Continuous learning
• Communication and
knowledge sharing

SEIZING
• Policy making
• Program development
• Platform development
• Alignment of incentives

Internal

Facilitators

Electrification of moving
machines and vessels

ABB

Johan
Wallin

Excellence in Renewal

Fortum

Johan
Wallin

Shaping the future

Ponsse

Johan
Wallin

Battery Ecosystem
Internationalization

Valmet
Automotive

Johan
Wallin

5G as enabler for transportation transformation

Telia

Johan
Wallin

New city transportation
solutions

Transtech

Johan
Wallin

Software applications for
citizen engagement

Lahti

Johan
Wallin

Autonomous vehicle pilots

Turku

Esko
Mertsalmi

Customized capability building (Anchors & Members)

Synocus

Johan
Wallin

Finland as an internationally
attractive MaaS hub

Synocus

Henrik
Hultin

AVM ecosystem nurturing

WALCC

Jussi
Hulkkonen

SENSING
• Anticipating and
influencing change
• Guiding future actions

External

Unikie

Owners

City pilots

Orchestration
- capabilities -

Lahti
Turku

Making a
better world
(sustainability)

AVM
(WALCC)

Transtech
Niinivirta

Doing the
right things
(effectiveness)

Synocus
orchestration support

Globeon

Kyyti

Doing
things right
(efficiency)

Focus areas
Anchor pilots

Markets

Community support

http://avm.walcc.org; society platform
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AVM roadmap 2018-2019, version 4.6.2018
Q3-2018

Q4-2018

Q1-2019

Q2-2019

Q4-2019

WALCC collaboration
WALCC
Tengchong
Forum

Suomi
Areena

AVM
Slush

II.FA 1
Autonom

Autonomous vehicle pilots, owner: City of Turku, facilitator: Esko Mertsalmi

II.FA 2
Software

Software applications for citizen engagement, owner: City of Lahti, facilitator: Johan Wallin

II.FA 3
Logistics

Low carbon inner city logistics, owner: City of Tampere, facilitator: Jukka Pellinen

Shaping
Switzerland
Member
agreements
Portal set-up

Shaping
USA

Shaping
UK

AVM US Video
AVM Slush Video
AVM World Video

Shaping
Japan

AVM autumn meeting, October 2019

Transtech; new city transportation solutons

Business Finland Concluding Seminar, May-June 2019

5G as enabler for transportation transformation

AVM World conference, Helsinki April 2019

Telia

AVM autumn meeting, October 2018

I.B-C Joint
member Finlandia
Hall
initiatives
Jan
.2018

III Ecosystem
focus area:
Market Shaping

Q3-2019

Valmet Automotive initiative; Battery Ecosystem Internationalization (BEI)

AVM summer meeting, 11.June 2018

I.A Anchor
Focus
Areas

Q2-2018

ABB initiative; Autonomous and electrified ferries and riverboats
Fortum initiative; Excellence in Renewal (EiR) Sino-Finnish ecosystem
Ponsse initiative; Shaping the future

AVM spring meeting, 26. March 2018

II City Focus Areas

I Company Focus Areas

Q1-2018

MEX Finland evolution

Doing

Planning

III MEX Finland
Ecosystem nurturing
and
capability
building

Business
Finland
Ecosystem
call for
proposals

Sandvik
Corporate
decision to
establish
Tampere
Rock Drilling
Innovation
Center

Q3-2017

Q4-2017

Q1-2018

Q2-2018

DMP (Digital
Manufacturing
Platform)
1.6.2017 30.9.2017

FA2; Digitalization of manufacturing

SMEs

FA3; Intelligent lifecycle management

TTY, VTT

FA5; Syst. mine digitalization

City of Tampere
DDME
Second phase
1.11.2017 31.7.2019

Tampere as an
attractive
manufacturing
hub
14.9.2017
DMP
Workshop
Tampere

Q4-2018

FA1; Materials for intelligent drilling

Corporations
DMP
stakeholder
interviews by
Synocus

Q3-2018

SME1

Sandvik ÄVE
R&D project
1.6.2018 30.5.2020

SME3

SME4

SME5

SME2

Karhula Foundry project
Johnson Metal project
Metlab project
Nomet prject

Salon Konepaja project
Partners’
Business
Finland
applications

19.1.2018
DDME
Workshop
Tampere

Tasowheel project

24.5.2018
DDME/ÄVE
MEX Finland
workshop

Sandvik recognized as the undisputable rock drilling global authority

Sandvik &
Synocus
DMP
application

Partner
engagement

Tekes/
Business
Finland
engagement

Q2-2017

Partnership agreement Sandvik Synocus 17.4.2018

Sandvik Ecosystem

Sandvik Rock Drilling
Innovation Center

Q1-2017

Portal set-up
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Preliminary findings
▪ The ecosystem formation process in all three cases have only continued for about a year,
and subsequently it is too early to tell whether the capability-building efforts will be
successful. The first year has been focusing on three main activities relating to the formation
of the ecosystem:
• Creating an attractive mission and roadmap for the ecosystem.
• Engaging complementary ecosystem members in joint efforts to bring the ecosystem off the
ground.
• Supporting the joining members one by one with a first set of activities to secure that the
ecosystem agenda would be aligned with the company-specific agenda of the member.

▪ The findings from the three initiatives indicate that
• an ecosystem to be formed with government support will be originated in the formation of an
ecosystem mission of societal excellence,
• companies expect ecosystem participation to contribute to their offering development process
but also strengthening their innovation capabilities, and
• reconfiguring internal and external competences to address rapidly changing environments (Teece
et al., 1997) remains the most difficult characteristic of dynamic capabilities
© Synocus Group 2018-12-17
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